
PROPOSAL TO REDUCE SUPERNOVA TOKEN (SNT) SUPPLY ON FANTOM OPERA 

 

Core Proposal: 

To gradually reduce the available supply of Supernova Token (SNT) on Fantom by around 1/3rd in the 

next 24 months by burning the available supply held by Nova Network Inc. 

This proposal would be reviewed every six months, and every burning event would be made public. 

Reason: 

This would mitigate liquidity crunches from people trying to bridge from Fantom Opera to Nova 

Network, since there is less supply available on Nova Network’s mainnet than it is on Fantom Opera. 

This would also help on better balancing distribution, with good part of the tokens currently held by 

Nova Network Inc. being burned, reducing the public risk perception of a sudden selling event whilst 

also improving the – already efficient – SNT’s token economics. 

Under a longer-term perspective, this would also open the possibility of a full supply migration, with 

any supply in existence outside Nova Network’s mainnet being wrapped and backed by native SNT 

tokens. 

Community Advice: 

We do not expect this proposal to negatively impact the community in any shape or form. Quite the 

opposite, it would bring more value to their holdings, making SNT’s token economics more efficient, 

while also strengthening bridging liquidity from Fantom Opera to Nova Network. 

Burning Schedule: 

The burning schedule would be entirely determined by the core team, and as this proposal set the 

desired metrics and goals, they would not be binding, and the core team would be able to revise the 

allocations, as well as scheduled burning events as it sees fit. 

Desired Burning Allocation: ~SNT 20,000,000 

Nova Network Inc. would likely have to make on-chart purchases of SNT to accomplish this goal, but 

in order to do so in the next 24 months, it would be required around ~SNT 833,333 burned every 

month, from June-22 until June-24. 


